Sleepbetter Value +
The Sleepbetter Value + range will appeal to those who want the
benefits of memory foam at a value-for-money price. The mattress
toppers and pillows are manufactured from deluxe, temperature
sensitive memory foam which moulds to the shape of the body to
provide optimum support for a great night’s sleep.

Sublime Mattress
Topper - A unique
memory foam
mattress topper
with delicately
massaging ‘fingers’
for a softer feel and
improved air-flow.

The Sleepbetter Range
Welcome to a world of luxury sleep products - mattress toppers,
pillows and accessories designed to help you achieve better, more
comfortable sleep: at home or on the move.This exceptional
collection is made by Carpenter, one of the world’s leading
producers of high quality foam comfort products.

Flat Mattress
Topper - Made using
deluxe memory foam,
this great value
topper improves the
level of support
provided by a
mattress alone.

Pillow Range – The range
comes with a choice of
pillows using a medium
density memory foam or
micro-foam granules.
Quilted Micro-Foam
and Contour

Quilted Micro - Foam Pillow

Sleepbetter Comfort Accessories

U - Neck - Perfect for
catching a nap on trains,
boats and planes or even
in the car, this deluxe
memory foam neck
pillow comes in a blue
velour cover and is an
ideal travel accessory.

Multi position - This
popular “D” shaped
pillow can be used to
provide extra support
under the knees, neck,
hollow of the back or
under ankles. Ideal for
home or away.

Lumbar support Provides excellent
support to the lumbar
region of the back in the
office, car or at home.
Supplied with an elastic
strap to hold in place.

Manufactured in the UK.The foams contained in the mattress topper and pillow ranges conforms to the Furniture & Furnishings
(Fire)(Safety) Regulations, 1988 (AMD 1989, AMD 1993). The mattress toppers conform to BS7177 where applicable.

Carpenter Ltd - Dinting Lodge Industrial Estate, Glossop, Derbyshire SK13 6LE Tel: 01457 861141

E-mail us at sleepbetter.uk@carpenter.com

www.carpenter.com www.sleepbetter.org

Made in the UK

Introduction

The Sleepbetter Premier range leads the way in design and comfort,
combining the latest technology in memory foams with other luxury fillings
and cover fabrics. Offering the ultimate in comfort and support, this collection
of toppers and pillows all come with a luxury washable cover.

Sleepbetter Premier
Range

The Sleepbetter Comfort range is at the cutting edge of innovation in the
world of sleep accessories. Combining luxury memory foam with the best
machine washable covers, this range of toppers and pillows is specifically
designed to ensure the even distribution of body weight for a more
comfortable night’s sleep.

Sleepbetter Comfort
Range

Contour - A luxury
profiled topper that can
be used on both sides
and provides maximum
support while distributing
pressure away from
sensitive areas.

Air Flow - This
premium memory
foam topper features
active airflow
technology for a more
restful night’s sleep.

Dream Wave With five separate
zones of comfort,
this distinctive
topper has special
ventilation channels
to help improve air
circulation.

Zoned Mattress
Topper - A unique
six-zone premium
memory foam
topper which
distributes pressure
away from
key sensitive areas.

Dream Zone - This
luxury five-zone topper
benefits from three
different profile
combinations and is one
of our most innovative
products to date.

Lux Layer - A
premium, micro-fibre
filled cover enveloping
an airflow memory
foam topper pad to
create a truly deluxe
sleeping surface.

Pillow Range A choice of traditional or contoured pillows designed to create
perfect alignment between the spine, neck and head. Made from memory
foam or a combination of premium micro-fibre and memory foam.
Sublime, Neck Roll,Traditional, Fibre and Memory Foam

Traditional Pillow

Pillow Range This range of anatomical and traditionally styled pillows has
been carefully chosen to offer luxury memory foam fillings with suitable
machine washable covers for an unparalleled level of comfort.

Contour, Solo, Punched Traditional, Quilted Micro Foam

Contour

